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Details of the assignment

As part of the testing program for the Digital Automatic Coupler (DAC) for freight wagons,
DB Systemtechnik GmbH was commissioned to carry out electrical measurements to characterise the electrical couplers.
This report includes a description of the electrical couplers and the results of the electrical
measurements performed during Phase I of testing. These are the results of the tests E11,
E12, E15 and E16 described in [1]. The requirements for the electrical section of the coupler were specified in [2]. The description of the measurement technology used during the
tests is provided in a separate document.
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Description of the electrical couplers

2.1 Arrangement of DACs and wagons
Four different variants of automatic couplers from four manufacturers were tested. Freight
wagons of the types Hbbins (sliding wall wagon), Eanos (open freight wagon) and Zags
(tank wagon) were equipped with each of the four DAC variants. The Hbbins wagons had a
DAC at both ends, the Eanos and Zags wagons at one end each. During the Phase I tests,
the same wagon ends were always coupled together. The following designations were defined for the DAC coupling points:


Dellner couplers:

D01 (Eanos-Hbbins) and D02 (Zags-Hbbins)



Voith couplers:

V01 (Eanos-Hbbins) and V02 (Zags-Hbbins)



Wabtec couplers:

W01 (Eanos-Hbbins) and W02 (Zags-Hbbins)



CAF couplers:

C01 (Eanos-Hbbins) and C02 (Zags-Hbbins)

2.2 Brief description of the electrical couplers
During the coupling procedure, the contact fields of the two electrical couplers meet as
mirror images of each other. In passenger trains, the electrical couplers are usually configured with a mirror-inverted symmetrical contact assignment to enable free coupling that is
independent of the wagon orientation. When this is not the case, the vehicles must be
modified to handle the variable polarity of the power and signal lines, e.g. using a bridge
rectifier. Such measures were not implemented on the test vehicles, but in Phase I the
wagons were always coupled in the same orientation in any case.
The electrical contacts of the electrical couplers are designed as pin/socket or fixed/spring
contacts. Depending on the coupler variant, the contacts are completely or partially mirror-symmetrical and – in the case of the symmetrical designs – also internally electrically
connected to each other (parallel current path).
2.2.1 CAF electrical coupler
The CAF electrical couplers were mounted below the SA3-type mechanical coupler. They
had a total of 16 fixed/spring contacts, half of which were designed as spring contacts and
half as fixed contacts. Fig. 1 shows the electrical contacts with the protective hood open.
The contacts were named in accordance with the designations of the connected lines.

Fig. 1: View of the contacts of the CAF electrical coupler.

Eight lines ran along a shared corrugated tube to the terminal box at the corresponding
end of the wagon. The conductor cross-sections were 2 x 16 mm², 2 x 4 mm² and 4 x 1.5
mm². There were no separate lines for detection of the coupling status. Table 1 shows the
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assignment of the terminals X1 in the wagon terminal box with the contact and line designations, the intended use and the conductor cross-section. The contact assignment was
completely symmetrical.
Table 1: Line and contact assignment of the CAF electrical coupler.

Cl. X1

Use

1st contact

2nd contact

Line

Conductor cross-section [mm²]

1

Power supply

A11

A12

A1 WA1a4

16

2

Free

3

Power supply

A21

A22

A2 WA2a2

16

4

Free

5

EP brake

B11

B12

B1 WB1A1

4

6

EP brake

B21

B22

B2 WB2A3

4

7

Data

C11

C12

C1 WC1B1

0.75

8

Data

C21

C22

C2 WC2b2

0.75

9

Data

C31

C32

C3 WC3B3

0.75

10

Data

C41

C42

C4 WC4b4

0.75

2.2.2 Dellner electrical coupler
The Dellner electrical couplers were mounted above the Scharfenberg-type mechanical
coupler. They have fixed/spring contacts with a total of 20 contacts in three rows, nine of
which are designed as spring or fixed contacts and two as spring contacts with a reduced
spring stroke. Fig. 2 shows the electrical contacts with the protective hood open, together
with the contact designations taken from the manufacturer's documentation. Numbers
without a leading “0” were spring contacts and numbers with a leading “0” were fixed contacts. Spring contacts 10 and 11 are contacts with a half spring stroke, which meet each
other when a contact is formed.

Fig. 2: View of the contacts of the Dellner electrical coupler.

Ten single-core lines with a conductor cross-section of 2.5 mm² each ran in a shared corrugated tube to the terminal box at the corresponding end of the wagon. Lines for detection
of the coupling status were available, but these were not used in the test and were not
connected on the wagons. Table 2 shows the assignment of the terminals X1 in the terminal box with the contact and line designations, the intended use and the conductor cross-
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section. The contact assignment was completely symmetrical along the central vertical
axis.
Table 2: Line and contact assignment of the Dellner electrical coupler

Cl. X1

Use

1st contact

2nd contact

Line

Conductor cross-section [mm²]

1

Power supply

1

01

1

2.5

2

Free

3

Power supply

2

02

2

2.5

4

Free

5

EP brake

4

04

4

2.5

6

EP brake

5

05

5

2.5

7

Data

6

06

6

2.5

8

Data

7

07

7

2.5

9

Data

8

08

8

2.5

10

Data

10

11

10

2.5

2.2.3 Voith electrical coupler
The Voith electrical couplers were mounted above the Scharfenberg-type mechanical coupler. They have a total of 16 fixed/spring contacts arranged in three rows. Half of these
are designed as spring contacts and half as fixed contacts. Fig. 3 shows the electrical contacts with the protective hood open. The contacts were named in accordance with the designations of the connected lines.

Fig. 3: View of the contacts of the Dellner electrical coupler.

Four single-core lines, each with a diameter of 16 mm², and two 2-core lines, each with a
conductor cross-section of 0.75 mm², ran in two separate corrugated tubes to the terminal
box at the corresponding end of the wagon. Lines for detection of the coupling status were
available, but these were not used in the test and were not connected on the wagons. Table 3 shows the assignment of the terminals X1 in the terminal box with the contact and
line designations, the intended use and the conductor cross-section. The contact assignment is symmetrical for the data contacts, but not for the power supply and the EP brake.
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Table 3: Line and contact assignment of the Voith electrical coupler.

Cl. X1

Use

1st contact

2nd con-

Line

tact
1

Power supply

2

Free

3

Power supply

4

Free

5

Conductor cross-section [mm²]

A1

XM01_a_1*001

16

A2

XM01_a_2*101

16

EP brake

B1

XM01_b_1*006

16

6

EP brake

B2

XM01_b_2*106

16

7

Data

W1w1

W1w2

W1 white

0.75

8

Data

W1b1

W1b2

W1 black

0.75

9

Data

W2w1

W2w2

W2 white

0.75

10

Data

W2b1

W2b2

W2 black

0.75

2.2.4 Wabtec electrical coupler
The Wabtec electrical couplers were mounted below the Schwab-type mechanical coupler.
They have a total of ten pin/socket contacts with half of these designed as pin contacts
and the other half as socket contacts. Fig. 4 shows the electrical contacts with the protective hood open. The contact designation was based on the existing designation of the contact fields. For the multi-pole contact units, this was supplemented by the digits printed
on the units. For the two-pole contact units, this was supplemented by the vertical position (“up” or “down”).

Fig. 4: View of the contacts of the Wabtec electrical coupler.

Ten lines ran along a shared corrugated tube from the electrical coupler to the coupler
connection box. The conductor cross-sections were 2 x 16 mm², 2 x 4 mm² and 2 x 2 x
0.75 mm² (the last being a two-core line). There were no lines for detection of the coupling status. Further unoccupied contact spaces on the e-coupler could, however, be
equipped with additional contacts in the future (e.g. for status detection).
Table 4 shows the assignment of the terminals X1 in the terminal box with the contact and
line designations, the intended use and the conductor cross-section. The power supply
contacts were mirror-symmetrical and assigned, the data and EP brake contacts were not.
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Table 4: Line and contact assignment of the Wabtec electrical coupler.

Cl. X1

Use

1st contact

2nd con-

Line

tact

Conductor cross-section [mm²]

1

Power supply

b_up

XPM1_A1_a1

16

2

Power supply

B_up

XPM1_A9_c1

16

3

Power supply

B_down

XPM1_A10_c2

16

4

Power supply

b_down

XPM1_A2_a2

16

5

EP brake

a8

XPM1_A8_b8

4

6

EP brake

A8

XPM1_A7_b4

4

7

Data

a5

XPM1_A5/ 1_b5

0.75

8

Data

a6

XPM1_A6/ 2_b6

0.75

9

Data

A5

XPM1_A3/ 1_b1

0.75

10

Data

A6

XPM1_A4/ 2_b2

0.75

3

Measurement of contact resistance (E11)

3.1 Acceptance criteria
In the requirements document for the electrical components of the couplers [2], the following maximum permissible values for the contact resistances were specified:


less than 5 mΩ (7 mΩ incl. lifetime reserve) for the power supply lines and the EP
brake control lines



less than 25 mΩ for the data lines

Due to the measurement principle used in the tests, the resistances of the coupler leads
were also recorded. Calculated values for these line resistances were used in the evaluation to enable to make statements about the coupler resistances. Due to the encapsulation
of the couplers, it was not possible to resolve resistance levels down to the individual electrical contacts. In particular, this also applied to the contacts connected in parallel within
the coupler, which formed two permanently connected parallel current paths.
3.2 Method
Measurements were taken before the start of the mechanical coupling tests, during the
test programme and at the end of the tests. The couplers were always in the coupled state
during the measurements. The leads were disconnected from the terminal points in the respective terminal boxes at the ends of the wagons and connected to a constant current
source and the measuring equipment (see separate description of the measuring equipment).
To determine the total resistance, a stabilised test current of 2 A was supplied and the
voltage drop between the line ends was measured, see Fig. 5. The test current was measured via the voltage drop across the shunt resistance Rshunt. The total resistance Rtotal determined from the measured voltage drop Utest consists of the following resistance contributions connected in series:


Measurement clamp resistances Rclamp_A and Rclamp_B



Line resistances Rcable_A and Rcable_B



Resistance of the coupler’s internal circuit Rconn_A and Rconn_A
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Coupler contact resistance Rcontact

With internal parallel-connected contacts, the current should ideally be divided 1:1 between the two parallel current paths. In this measurement set-up, it was not possible to
distinguish between the actual coupler contact resistance and the resistance contribution
of the coupler’s internal circuitry. The same applied to differentiation of the resistance
contributions of contacts connected in parallel. To do this, it would be necessary to open
the couplers and record the voltage drops as close as possible to the coupler contacts.
This was not possible during the testing phase. For this reason, the discussion here focuses more closely on the coupler resistance Rcoupler, as shown in Fig. 5.
The resistances of the measurement clamps, the internal circuit and the coupler contact
itself are typically in the low milliohm range. The resistance of the leads, on the other
hand, can be up to over 100 mΩ (e.g. 5 m lead length with a conductor cross-section of
0.75 mm²). Depending on the cable length and cross-section, the line resistance thus dominates the measurement result. Even minor errors in the determination of the line resistance therefore have a major impact on the accuracy of the coupler resistance determined from the total resistance.

Fig. 5: Resistance equivalent circuit diagram for determining the contact resistance at two coupled electrical
couplers.

3.3

Results

3.3.1 Measurement clamp resistance
For each measurement, the measurement clamp resistance was checked by recording the
voltage drop across a test cable at 2 A. The test cable had a conductor cross-section of
2.5 mm² and a length of approx. 12.5 cm. The resistance of the test cable calculated with
the specific resistance of copper (17.1 mΩ mm²/m at room temperature) was 0.86 mΩ.
The mean value of the measurement clamp resistance, corrected for the test cable resistance, calculated from a total of 40 measurement results was Rclamp = 2.14 mΩ ± 0.72
mΩ.
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3.3.2 Line resistance
The total resistances determined in the measurements of the contact resistance (E11) are
dominated by the line resistance, depending on the lead length and conductor cross-section, and must therefore be corrected for this factor.
The lines used are typically fine-stranded cables in accordance with Class 5 of the standard
EN 60228:2005 [3]. For these lines, the standard specifies upper limits for the permissible
length-related resistance. Table 5 shows a comparison of the length-dependent resistances
taken from the standard and those calculated with the specific resistance for copper at
room temperature (17.1 mΩ mm²/m) for different conductor cross-sections.
Table 5: Length-related line resistances as a function of the conductor cross-section.

Length-related line resistance
Conductor cross-section

For fine stranded conductors

Calculated with specific re-

acc. to EN 60228:2005, Class

sistance 17.1 mΩ mm²/m

5
0.75 mm²

26.7 mΩ/m

22.8 mΩ/m

1.5 mm²

13.7 mΩ/m

11.4 mΩ/m

2.5 mm²

8.21 mΩ/m

6.84 mΩ/m

4 mm²

5.09 mΩ/m

4.28 mΩ/m

16 mm²

1.24 mΩ/m

1.07 mΩ/m

The resistance between the tap on the coupler’s terminal box and the coupler contact was
measured at random on a typical lead (Wabtec coupling W01, Hbbins wagon, power supply line with 16 mm² cross-section and a measured line length of 2.25 m).
The measured resistance (including measurement clamps) was 5.29 mΩ ± 0.24 mΩ. Corrected for the measurement clamp resistance, a line resistance of 3.15 mΩ ± 0.76 mΩ was
obtained (the standard deviations were added geometrically). Normalised to the line
length, this results in a length-dependent resistance of 1.40 mΩ ± 0.36 mΩ, or a range of
1.06 mΩ to 1.74 mΩ.
The value of 1.07 mΩ calculated using the specific resistance for copper is thus at the
lower end of the resistance range determined by measurement for the line being tested. In
the following, the line resistance calculated on the basis of the specific resistance is used
for the correction of the measured values – this tends to result in an overestimation of the
coupler resistance and thus provides an estimate at the upper end of the range.
3.3.3 Total resistances
Table 5 shows the results of the contact resistance measurements (E11). The columns
show from left to right:


Coupling point: e.g. C01 – coupling point 1 of the CAF coupler or the coupling between
Eanos and Hbbins; cf. Section 2.1
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Function of line / contact: Intended function of the measured line or the associated
coupler contacts (e.g. power supply line); the positive and negative lines were measured separately, the table shows the average values



Line cross-section: Specified conductor cross-section taken from the line label



Line total length: Measured total length of the leads of both halves of the coupling



Line resistance (calc.): Calculated from the conductor cross-section and cable length
using the specific copper resistance of 17.1 mΩ mm²/m.



No. of lines: Number of lines separately led out per function; usually 2 for the power
supply lines and the EP brake (positive and negative line) and 4 for data (2 x 2 lines);
with the Wabtec couplers, 4 lines are led out for the power supply.



No. of contacts per line: Number of contacts connected in parallel internally in the coupler per cable led out



Total resistance including clamp resistance and line resistance: Total resistance determined from the voltage drop at the line ends, including measurement clamp and line
resistances; three series of measurements before (initial), during (intermediate) and
after (final) the mechanical coupler test, as well as the average value generated from
the results of the individual measurement campaigns.

Table 6: Results of the measurements of the contact resistances (E11).

Not all measurements could be carried out on the CAF and Wabtec couplers, as the couplers had been dismantled and were no longer available at the end of the measurement
programme. This is indicated in the table by the entry “no data”.
The results show a good reproducibility of the measured values, both during single measurements (low standard deviation) and over the entire measurement campaign. A systematic deterioration of the resistances could not be detected over the course of the testing
programme.
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The line resistances dominate the total resistance in most measurements. In the following,
the total resistance is corrected by the calculated line resistance and the resistance determined by measurement at the measurement clamps.
3.3.4 Coupler resistances
To obtain an upper estimate of the coupler resistance, the respective lower limit values for
the measurement clamp resistance (cf. Section 3.3.1) and the calculated line resistance
(cf. Section 3.3.2) were subtracted from each individual measured value (conservative approach).
The mean and numerical standard deviation of all values belonging to a coupler and contact type were then calculated.
Table 7: Conservatively determined coupler resistances (upper estimate) and agreement with the requirement
values.

The measured values were compared with the values required by the specification [2]:


OK = complete fulfilment of the requirement. The conservatively determined mean
value plus the simple numerically calculated standard deviation for the coupler resistance is below the required resistance value.



(OK) = partial fulfilment of the requirement. The conservatively determined mean
value for the coupler resistance is below the required resistance value. When the
standard deviation is added, the resistance value is exceeded.



NOK = non-fulfilment of the requirement. The conservatively determined mean value
for the coupler resistance is above the required resistance value.

It should be noted that obtaining exact values for the coupler resistances and a resolution
down to the level of the resistances of individual contacts require a metrological approach
in which the measurement of the voltage drop takes place directly at the contact.
3.4 Fulfilment of the acceptance criteria
The results show an overall good level of reproducibility with mostly low standard deviations. No systematic increase in resistance was detected during the measurement campaign.
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Due to practical limitations, the contact resistances of the coupler contacts were determined by measurements that included the leads of the electrical couplers used in the
tests. The results could therefore not be directly tested for compliance with the acceptance criteria.
From the measured values, the resistance contributions of the couplers were inferred by
subtracting the line resistances and the resistances of the measurement clamps. The results obtained showed the following agreement with the required resistance values:


CAF couplers: not fulfilled, as the required maximum resistance for the EP brake control was not met



Dellner couplers: partially fulfilled, as the required maximum resistances for the power
supply and data lines were only partially met



Voith couplings: partially fulfilled, as the required maximum resistance for the data
lines was only partially met



Wabtec couplers: partially fulfilled, as the required maximum resistance for the data
lines was only partially met

The determined coupler resistances represent conservative (upper) estimates in accordance with the described procedure of the evaluation.
4

Insulation resistance measurement (E12)

4.1 Acceptance criteria
As an acceptance criterion for insulation resistance, a minimum value of 800 MΩ was
specified for a single electrical contact in an electrical coupler in the requirements document of the TIS working group [2] and in the AUCO test specification [5].
This specification is based on the consideration of the power supply circuit according to
EN 50343:2014 (“Rules for the installation of electrical cables”) [6]. This requires an insulation resistance of at least 1 MΩ for a circuit. In a DAC freight train, the power supply circuit can include up to 50 freight wagons. The power supply circuit can comprise up to
eight coupler contacts per wagon (both polarities, symmetrical design, both wagon ends).
It was argued that each individual contact should have an insulation resistance to the
wagon body potential of at least 50 times the minimum value of 8x 1 MΩ, hence at least
400 MΩ1. Since, in practice, further contributions to the insulation resistance of the power
supply circuit must be considered (cables, terminals, etc.), and the locomotive has not yet
been taken into account, this value has been increased again by a safety factor of 2 to 800
MΩ.
DIN VDE 0105-100:2015 [11] requires an insulation resistance of 50 Ω per volt of nominal voltage for an insulated circuit (IT network). This corresponds to 5.5 kΩ for the entire
power supply network at a nominal voltage of 110 V. Mathematically, in a train comprising
50-wagons plus locomotive, each individual wagon circuit should thus not fall below an insulation resistance of 51 x 5.5 kΩ = 281 kΩ.

1

Here, it is assumed that each coupler contact is connected via a defined insulation resistance to a wagon
body ground potential defined over the entire freight train; with 8 x 50 = 400 parallel resistances of 400 MΩ
each, this results in a total insulation resistance for the circuit of exactly 1 MΩ, the minimum value required
by EN 50343:2014.
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Insulation monitoring devices are usually set to a higher value, e.g. 100 Ω per volt of nominal voltage, corresponding here to 562 kΩ. If the circuit insulation resistance exceeds this
value, it can be considered as “suitable for operation”.
4.2 Method
The measurements were carried out in parallel with the measurements for E11 before,
during and after the mechanical coupler tests. The measurements were carried out on the
Hbbins wagons (DAC at both ends of the wagon) in the uncoupled state on the power supply and EP brake control circuits.
All the coupler contacts for a circuit were tested simultaneously by connecting the positive
and negative leads electrically with low impedance. This meant that all the electrical contacts in the circuit for the two couplers, power supply lines, wagon lines and the clamps in
the coupler connection boxes as well as those in the central control cabinet were at the
same electrical potential during the insulation measurement. Electrical consumers were
not connected during the measurement procedure. The short-circuited circuit was tested
with the insulation tester against the electrical ground of a DAC after the ground was
checked for low resistance towards the wagon body or rail potential.
The measurement range of the insulation testers used extended up to 310 MΩ or 500 MΩ
(cf. separate description of the measuring technology). Thus, the minimum insulation resistance of 800 MΩ on a single contact could not be demonstrated directly. Each measurement simultaneously tested several contacts that had parallel insulation distances with respect to the wagon body reference ground. If the respective measurement range end value
was exceeded, it could therefore be assumed that the individual contacts met the insulation resistance requirement.
If the measurement range end value was not reached, the electrical couplers were disconnected from the wagon circuit and the resistance of each lead for the electrical coupler
was measured separately.
4.3 Results
Table 7 shows the results of the insulation resistance measurements for the couplers
mounted on the Hbbins wagons. The CAF, Dellner and Wabtec couplers showed insulation
resistances above the respective measurement range end values of 500 MΩ and 310 MΩ in
the initial and intermediate measurements, with one exception (EP brake, negative lead,
coupler W01).
The CAF coupler and the Wabtec coupler W01 could not be measured after the completion
of the mechanical coupler tests because the couplers had already been dismantled (“no
data”). The Dellner couplers showed insulation resistances of 42 ... 500 MΩ during the final measurement. The insulation resistances of the Voith couplers showed insulation resistances of less than 16 MΩ in all three measurements, with the lowest values being in
the range of only 100 ... 200 kΩ.
Table 8: Insulation resistances of the electrical couplers.

Coupling point

C01

Circuit Polarity

Power
supply

Initial
measurement

Intermediate
measurement

Final
measurement

[MΩ]

[MΩ]

[MΩ]

pos

> 500

> 500

no data

neg

> 500

> 500

no data
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Coupling point

Circuit Polarity
EP

C02

Power
supply
EP

D01

Power
supply
EP

D02

Power
supply
EP

V01

Power
supply
EP

V02

Power
supply
EP

W01

Power
supply
EP

W02

Power
supply
EP
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Initial
measurement

Intermediate
measurement

Final
measurement

pos

> 500

> 500

no data

neg

> 500

> 500

no data

pos

> 500

> 500

no data

neg

> 500

> 500

no data

pos

> 500

> 500

no data

neg

> 500

> 500

no data

pos

> 500

> 500

60

neg

> 500

> 500

58

pos

> 500

> 500

42

neg

> 500

> 500

88

pos

> 500

> 500

306

neg

> 500

> 500

> 500

pos

> 500

> 500

210

neg

> 500

> 500

435

pos

2.8

0.9

1.5

neg

3.1

0.4

0.7

pos

0.8

0.2

1.8

neg

3.5

0.7

0.3

pos

16.0

2.0

1.9

neg

1.5

0.6

1.0

pos

5.5

0.1

0.6

neg

2.6

0.5

1.1

pos

> 500

> 310

no data

neg

> 500

> 310

no data

pos

> 500

> 310

no data

neg

> 500

0.9

no data

pos

> 500

> 310

> 310

neg

> 500

> 310

> 310

pos

> 500

> 310

> 310

neg

> 500

> 310

> 310

4.4 Fulfilment of the acceptance criteria
Table 9 shows the fulfilment of the acceptance criteria based on the specification [2, 5]
and suitability for operation defined in Section 4.1 based on DIN VDE 0105-100:2015
[11].
In practice, the systematically low insulation resistances of Voith electrical couplers could
lead to an undesired tripping of the insulation monitoring device. Since the values were
also measured in dry conditions in a hall, weather-related moisture can be largely excluded
as a cause.
The outlier value for the Wabtec coupler W01 (intermediate measurement) could not be
checked during the final measurement as the coupler had been dismantled.
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Table 9: Fulfilment of the acceptance criteria for the insulation tests.

Coupler type

Compliance with the specification
[2, 5]

Operational suitability based on
DIN VDE 0105-100:2015 [11]

CAF

Fulfilled; no final measurement possible

Fulfilled; no final measurement possible

Dellner

Fulfilled

Fulfilled

Voith

Not fulfilled

Not fulfilled

Wabtec

Fulfilled except for 1 contact point
Final measurement only for W02

Fulfilled
Final measurement only for W02

5

Power transmission through the train (E15)

5.1 Acceptance criteria
This test was designed to investigate the transmission of electrical power via the coupler
contacts and the wagon wiring. A current equal to the rated current of 25 A according to
[7] was supplied and maintained for at least one hour. During this time, the resistances
and thus the voltage drops across the couplers and wagon lines must not change significantly.
5.2 Method
The three wagons equipped with the DAC were measured separately for each type of coupler. Fig. 6 shows the test schematic, and the electrical equivalent circuit of the power
supply lines.

Fig. 6: Schematic and equivalent circuit diagram for measurement E15 (power transmission).

The wagons were coupled and all electrical wagon components in the wagon control cabinets (shown in the diagram as blue squares in the wagons) were disconnected from the
power supply lines (shown in red in the diagram). The power supply lines were merely
looped through in the wagon control cabinets.
A current source or a resistive test load was connected to the coupler terminal box (shown
in the diagram as small green squares at the ends of the wagons) of the first or last wagon
via connecting cables. These cables were connected to the lines or terminal points provided for the power supply. The wagon wiring and the coupling points can now be seen as
a resistor network connected in series with the test load (see diagram).
The current source and the test load were adjusted to ensure that the rated current of
25 A flowed at a voltage that was as close as possible to the rated power supply voltage of
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110 V. The voltage was continuously recorded at each coupler terminal box, as was the
supplied test current, which remained constant throughout the entire group of wagons.
For the wagons equipped with Dellner couplers, the smaller cable cross-section of 2.5 mm²
had to be taken into account and the test current was reduced to 10 A.
5.3 Results
Fig. 7 shows the change over time of the test current (top), measured voltages (middle)
and resistances calculated from voltage drop and test current (bottom) during the test.
The wagon groups with couplers from the manufacturers Dellner, Voith and Wabtec were
measured. By this point, the project had taken out the group of wagons equipped with the
CAF couplers from the testing programme, and they were consequently no longer available.

Fig. 7: Currents, voltages and calculated resistances over time (approx. 1 h) during the course of the test E15.

For the Voith and Wabtec wagon groups, a test current of approx. 25 A was set at voltages
of approx. 100 V and approx. 115 V respectively. The slightly different voltage levels used
were not intentional and due to the rather complex adjustment of the current source and
test load. The test voltage was given a lower priority than the test current in the test procedure.
For the Dellner group, the test current was reduced to 10 A due to the smaller cross-sections of the coupling leads. These had a cross-section of only 2.5 mm² compared to the 16
mm² of the Dellner and Voith couplers (cf. specification according to [2]). The charts show
that the partial resistances calculated from the voltage values and currents remained stable even when the test current supplied by the current source occasionally fluctuated.
Fig. 8 shows the mean values of the measured voltages as a function of the position relative to the feed point. As a result of the voltage drops across the contacts and leads, the
voltage decreases from the feed point to the test load. When interpreting the voltage differences with a view to the practical use of the couplers in freight trains, it should be remembered that here the rated current flows through all wagons, whereas in real operation
the current would decrease from wagon to wagon.
The mean values of the test currents and test load resistances are:


Test current – Dellner:

10.3 A



Test current – Voith:

25.1 A
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Test current – Wabtec:

24.7 A



Test load resistance – Dellner:

10.3 Ω



Test load resistance – Voith:

3.80 Ω



Test load resistance – Wabtec:

4.65 Ω

The order of the wagons during the tests was as follows:


Dellner and Voith:

Wagon 1 = Zags; Wagon 2 = Hbbins; Wagon 3 = Eanos



Wabtec:

Wagon 1 = Eanos; Wagon 2 = Hbbins; Wagon 3 = Zags

Fig. 8: Voltage curve during test E15.

The voltage drops across the wagon lines and couplings (including leads) were obtained by
calculating the difference from the voltages shown in Fig. 8. It was assumed that the resistance contributions of the two lines and contacts (plus and minus) per wagon and coupler were equal, so that the voltage drops were distributed symmetrically between the forward and return conductors and the coupler contacts involved. This assumption was justifiable insofar as the lines (wagon wiring and coupler leads) were responsible for the main
contribution to the total resistance, and it could be assumed that the same types and
lengths of cable were used here for the forward and return conductors.
The individual resistance contributions of the coupling points and wagon wiring were calculated from the voltage drops and test currents. The results were divided by a factor of 2
to allow the forward and return conductors to be considered individually and make the results directly comparable with the results from E11.
Fig. 9 (left) shows the partial resistances determined in this way for the wagon lines of the
wagons Zags, Hbbins and Eanos and for the coupling points (incl. leads) between Zags and
Hbbins and between Eanos and Hbbins.
The coupling points can be assigned as follows (cf. Section 2.1):


“DAC E-H”: Coupling point between Eanos and Hbbins or C01, D01, V01, W01



“DAC Z-H”: Coupling point between Zags and Hbbins or C02, D02, V02, W02
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Since the same type of cable (Huber+Suhner, see [4]) was installed in all the wagons, it
can be assumed that the different resistance values for the wagon wiring are due to the
different line lengths of the respective wagon wiring layouts. The resistances refer to a single line (forward or return conductor). The loop resistance of a wagon (forward and return
conductor) is therefore twice as high.
Fig. 9 (right) compares the resistance values determined for the coupling points with the
results from the E11 tests. It shows that there is fairly good agreement between the results from E11 and E15.
The high values for the Dellner couplers can be attributed to the significantly smaller
cross-section of the lead (2.5 mm² compared to 16 mm² for Voith and Wabtec).

Figure 9: Determined partial resistances of the wagons and couplers (left); Comparison of the coupler resistances with the results from the E11 tests (right).

5.4 Fulfilment of the acceptance criteria
The acceptance criteria were met as the power was transmitted without restrictions over
the test period. The wagons with CAF couplers were not included in the tests.
6

Charging and discharging behaviour of the batteries (E16)

6.1 Acceptance criteria
This test corresponds to a practical function test for the electrical power supply of all
available DAC freight wagons in the train set.
When the power supply is active, the electric components should be fed from the power
supply line and the buffer batteries should be fully charged (state of charge at least approx. 95 %).
When the power supply is switched off, the system should automatically switch over to
battery operation without interruption and the batteries should reliably supply the electric
components in the wagons down to a discharge depth of approx. 50 %. The time taken to
reach this depth of discharge should be measured.
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After the supply voltage has been reconnected, the system should automatically switch
back to using the power supply line without interruption and the batteries should be
charged. The time required for all the batteries to achieve a state of charge of approx.
95 % or more should be measured.
6.2 Method
The wagons with couplers from Dellner, Voith and Wabtec (nine in total) were connected
electrically as follows: via the DAC electrical couplers and at the screw couplers via connecting cables attached to the coupler terminal boxes. Fig. 10 shows the resulting wagon
configuration. A 110 V voltage source was connected to the screw coupler end of the ZagsDellner wagon.

Fig. 10: Schematic for test E16.

In this test, the electrical components in the wagon control boxes were connected. A
DC/DC converter [8] reduced the input voltage (nominally 110 V) to a level of 24 V and
fed an uninterruptible power supply (UPS). The UPS consisted of the control unit [9] and
a separately installed 24 V battery with a capacity of 7.2 Ah [10]. The wagon components
– communication components from Owita GmbH – were connected to the UPS. A test load
at the end of the train set was not required.
Fig. 11 shows a schematic of the electrical measuring points for the first five wagons: the
current was measured at each incoming power supply line (110 V level) to the wagon control cabinet. The applied supply voltage was measured directly at the connection terminal
of the wagon control cabinet. In the control cabinet of the Hbbins wagons (wagons with
DAC at both ends of the wagon, each in the middle of a group of three wagons, i.e. wagons
no. 3, 5 and 8), the battery voltage and the battery current of the UPS battery were also
measured (24 V on-board level). All values were recorded time-resolved during the test.
Refer to the separate documentation for a more detailed description of the measuring
equipment.
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Fig. 11: Diagram of the electrical measuring points for test E16.

6.3

Results

6.3.1 Switching behaviour
First, the wagons’ electrical systems were tested to determine their behaviour when the
supply voltage was turned on and off. Fig. 12 shows an example of the time response for
the currents and voltages at the supply and 24 V levels in the Wabtec-Hbbins control cabinet over a period of approx. 160 s.
1) At the beginning of the section shown, the supply voltage of approx. 108 V was applied
and a current of approx. 0.3 A was flowing from the power supply. No battery charging
current was flowing, the battery was fully charged (battery voltage approx. 27.8 V).
Approx. 32 W were drawn from the power supply. This corresponded to the power consumption of the active consumers including the UPS and the power dissipation of the
DC/DC converter, but did not include the power required for battery charging.
2) At approx. t = 504 s, the voltage source was turned off manually. The supply voltage
dropped immediately to about 50 V and then further to 0 V within approx. 14 s. The
supply current immediately dropped to approx. 0 A. The UPS switched to battery supply and a battery current of approx. 1 A flowed. The battery voltage initially dropped
from its open circuit voltage to about 26 V and then slowly fell further. At the moment
of switching, a current peak occurred in the on-board level (24 V).
A power of about 25 ... 26 W was drawn from the battery to continue supplying the
consumers in the wagon. The difference of approx. 6 W to the 32 W mentioned above
could be due to the now inactive DC/DC converter, although the relatively low accuracy of the measurements should be taken into account (noise on the current signal).
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Fig. 12: Time curves for the supply voltage and current as well as battery voltage and current when turning the
110 V supply off and on again, exemplary data from the Wabtec-Hbbins wagon.

3) At approx. t = 542 s, the supply voltage was turned on again. Initially, there were pronounced peaks on the supply current side, then the supply current quickly stabilised at
a low value of approx. 30 mA. During this time window, the battery current remained
practically unchanged, i.e. the loads continued to be supplied from the battery.
4) At approx. t = 546 s, the UPS turned off the battery and the battery current dropped to
zero. The UPS was now supplying the consumers from the supply voltage. After about
1 s the battery began to charge with a charging current of approx. 1 A.
The battery charging power was approx. 26 ... 29 W depending on the battery voltage.
The wagon system drew a current of approx. 0.6 A from the power supply line, corresponding to approx. 65 W. The power consumption was approx. 33 W higher than during operation without battery charging, cf. 1). The difference between the additional
power consumed for battery charging and the charging power fed into the battery was
due to losses in the power path (DC/DC converter, battery charger in the UPS).
5) The battery voltage increased continuously during the charging process. When it
reached a level of approx. 29 V, the UPS decreased the battery charging current. At
about t = 620 s, the battery voltage regained its no-load value of approx. 27.8 V.
Fig. 13 shows superimposed curves for the currents and voltages of all three Hbbins wagons (Dellner, Voith, Wabtec). Their behaviour is largely synchronous with some differences in the battery voltage and switching voltages when the maximum battery voltage is
reached.
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Fig. 13: As for Fig. 12, but for all three Hbbins wagons (green: Wabtec, red: Voith, blue: Dellner).

In Fig. 14, the scales of the current axes have been adjusted to show the full height of the
peaks:


During the switch to battery supply, the battery voltage rose briefly to about 13 A (onboard level 24 V).



When the supply voltage was turned on, several peaks occurred in succession at the
supply level (110 V) with values between approx. 2 ... 4 A.



The battery charging process started with a current peak at the 24 A level of about 15
A (charging current) and was accompanied by a voltage peak up to just over 28 V
(starting from about 26 V).

Fig. 15 shows the switch-on process with a greater resolution on the time axis. The current
peaks on the supply side were essentially synchronous in time (approx. between t = 542.5
s and t = 543.7 s) on all three systems and were not yet accompanied by switching processes on the on-board level (24 V). These took place at t = 545.9 s with the turning off of
the battery to approx. 0 A and subsequently with the start of the battery charging process
at t = 546.7 s. They were also visible in the peaks in the supply current.
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Fig. 14: As Fig. 13, but with the current scale adjusted to show the full height of the current peaks.

Fig. 15: As Fig. 14, but with the time axis scaled to show the switch-on process in greater resolution.

6.3.2 Discharging and charging behaviour
Fig. 16 shows the voltages and currents at the supply level (110 V) and the on-board level
(24 V) in the control cabinets of the Hbbins wagons during test E16. In the first few
minutes of the test, the batteries were fully charged (battery charging current approx. 0 A
and battery voltages 27.6 ... 27.8 V), and the electric components were supplied via the
power supply line and the DC/DC converters. The supply current was approx. 0.3 A at a
supply voltage of approx. 108 V, thus a power of approx. 32 W was being drawn from the
power supply line. The supply voltages at the three Hbbins wagons differed due to their
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position in the wagon network, but this played no role in the functional analysis and a negligible role in the power balance.
At approx. t = 6 min, the supply voltage was turned off and remained turned off for the
following approx. 2:24 hrs. The UPS control units switched over to battery supply and a
current of approx. 1.1 A (measurement accuracy limited, signal noise) was drawn from the
batteries. Within about the first 5 minutes, the battery voltages dropped in two stages
from their no-load values of approx. 27.6 ... 27.8 V to approx. 25 V, and continued to drop
in the further course of the test to approx. 24.2 ... 24.4 V. The power drawn from the batteries was in the range between approx. 24 ... 25 W. In the measurement time window,
charges of approx. (2:24 h) x 1.1 A = 2.4 x 1.1 Ah = approx. 2.6 Ah were drawn from the
batteries. This corresponds to an electrical power draw of approx. 2.6 Ah x 24.5 V = approx. 65 Wh.
According to the data sheet, the nominal battery capacity is 7.2 Ah [10]. Thus, approx.
36 % of the available capacity was drawn from the battery, the capacity remaining was
arithmetically approx. 4.6 Ah or approx. 64 %.

Fig. 16: Time curves for the currents and voltages at the supply level (110 V) and the on-board level (24 V) in
the Hbbins control cabinets during the E16 test over a total of approx. 6.5 h.

After the supply voltage was turned on again at approx. t = 2:30 h, the batteries immediately began charging with constant charging currents of approx. 1 A up to the time window t = 4:42 h ... 4:54 h. At this point, the final charging voltages were reached, and
charging switched over to constant voltage. At approx. t = 5:30 h, the charging process
was completed. The charging time window at a constant charging current was approx. 2:10
h ... 2:20 h. During this time window, a charge of approx. (2:15 h) x 1 A = 2.25 x 1 Ah =
2.25 Ah flowed into the batteries. The approx. 0.4 Ah missing from the charge drawn of
approx. 2.64 Ah flowed into the batteries in the remaining time window until charging was
completed or were due to measurement inaccuracies and charge/discharge losses.
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6.3.3 Periodic peaks during charging
Periodic peaks are clearly visible during the charging processes (also during trickle charging), especially in the measurement curves for the supply current and battery current and
voltage in Fig. 16.
Fig. 17 shows these peaks at two different time scales. The diagram on the left shows the
regularity of these processes with a period of 63 s between two peaks. The diagram on the
right shows the curves with greater resolution on the time axis: The UPS first turned off
the battery charging: this is hardly visible in the peaks in the charge current because of
the scale, but is clearly visible from the drop in battery voltage. After approx. 3 s, the battery charging was turned on again. This is visible from the inrush currents both at the onboard level (24 V) and the supply level (110 V). The height of the inrush peaks depended
on the charging current, as Fig. 16 shows on the supply side: at a charging current of approx. 1 A (on-board level), the peaks on the supply side are approx. 3 A – a good 300 W.
In a long train set with up to 50 wagons, such high and regularly recurring current peaks
could lead to instabilities in the power supply.

Fig. 17: Periodic interruptions of the charging process took place approx. every 63 s.

6.4 Fulfilment of the acceptance criteria
The acceptance criteria were fulfilled as the practical function test for the electrical supply
was passed:


Power was supplied to the wagon consumers through the power supply line when the
supply voltage (110 V) was applied, and the batteries were fully charged



Automatic and uninterruptible switching to battery supply when the power supply line
was turned off and the provision of a continuous power supply from the batteries for a
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period of more than 2 h. Due to the long test period, a depth of discharge of approx.
64 % was achieved.


Automatic and uninterruptible switching to the power supply line when the supply
voltage was turned on again.



Batteries charged at the applied supply voltage up to their final charging voltage.

The wagons equipped with the CAF couplings were not included in the testing programme.
7

Summary

Table 10 gives an overview of the fulfilment of the acceptance criteria of the conducted
tests E11, E12, E15 and E16. For details of the results, please refer to the relevant Sections 3.4, 4.4, 5.4 and 6.4.
Table 10: Overview of the fulfilment of the acceptance criteria.

E-coupler

E11
Contact resistances

E12
Insulation resistances

E15
Power transmission

E16
Charging and
discharging behaviour of the
batteries

CAF

Not fulfilled

Fulfilled; (without final measurement)

Not tested

Not tested

Dellner

Partially fulfilled

Fulfilled

Fulfilled

Fulfilled

Voith

Partially fulfilled

Not fulfilled

Fulfilled

Fulfilled

Wabtec

Partially fulfilled

Fulfilled except
for 1 contact
point; only partial final measurement

Fulfilled

Fulfilled
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List of abbreviations
Abbreviation
DAC

Meaning
Digital automatic coupler for freight wagons

DB AG

Deutsche Bahn AG

DBST

Eanos

DB Systemtechnik GmbH
Electrical contact coupling, used for the transmission of electrical
power, information and signals
Type of wagon (bulk goods wagon)

Hbbins

Type of wagon (sliding wall wagon)

Zags

Type of wagon (tank wagon)

E-coupler

Common abbreviations are not explained in the list of abbreviations
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